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For the first time the Conference examined in some
detail the financial obligations to be borne by deep seabed
mining contractors. The specific types of financial obliga-
tions cited in the ICNT are an application fee, annual fixed
charge for mining, royalties and sharing of net proceeds.
Whether or not these obligations turn out to be overly onerous
will depend to a large extent on the precise figures eventually
incorporated in the draft text.

The discussions also dealt with some of the very
complex'issues respecting institutional matters, particularly
the structure, powers and functions of the AssemblY, the Council
and the orqans of the Council (the Economic Planning Commission,
the Technical Commission and the Rules and Regulations Commission).
With respect to the important question of the composition of the
Council - which is the "executive organ" of the Authority - the
ICNT incorporates membership eligibility criteria aimed at provid-
ing a balanced, representative membership. Canada is not satis-
fied that the categories as set out in new Article 159 are
entirely acceptable: as the world's largest producer of nickel,
it is important to Canada to have fairly certain assurances that
it will have a seat on the Council.

Finally, the Sixth Session considered the question of
privileges and immunities to be accorded to the Authority and the
Enterprise »?'!e2er the treaty. In some :•:ays, the ICT:T Is c:.n a4va:,cc
over the RSNT provisions but in Canada's view there is much work
needed to ensure that the Enterprise is not accorded undue advan-
tages over commercial entities, by being given a range of privil-
eges and immunities usually granted to international organizations
and not appropriate for profit-making concerns.

Committee II

1. Definition of Continental Margin and Payments or
Contributions

At the Sixth Session, the Group of Land-Locked and
Geographically Disadvantaged States (LL/GDS) reiterated their
opposition to the definition of the continental shelf contained
in Article 64 of the RSNT which provided that "the continental
shelf of a coastal stet.e comprises the seabed and subsoil of
the submarine areas that extend beyond its territorial sea
throughout the natural prolongation of its land territory to
the outer edge of the continental margin, -or to a distance
200 nautical miles from the baselines,"whichever is greater".
The LL/GD states continued to insist that the rights of the
coastal state over the resources of the continental shelf should
be limited to a maximum of 200 miles from the baselines. Some
of these states proposed cutting off coastal state sovereignty
by reference to a depth criteria as an alternative approach.
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